INITIATIVES IN SCHOOL EDUCATION

NISHTHA
What is Samagra Shiksha?

- Schemes of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA) and Teacher Education (TE)
- From project objectives to improving systems level performance and schooling outcomes
- Envisages the ‘school’ as a continuum
Vision of the Scheme

- Inclusive and equitable quality education from pre-school to senior secondary stage in accordance with the Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) for Education
Reflection

- How do we ensure the vision of Samagra Shiksha on Equity and Quality in Education?
- How do we eliminate gender, caste, religious and other disparities in education?
- Share any initiative of your school/institution with your colleague, wherein attempt has been made to eliminate disparities?
Objectives of the scheme

- Provision of quality education and enhancing learning outcomes of students;
- Bridging Social and Gender Gaps in School Education;
- Ensuring equity and inclusion at all levels of school education;
- Ensuring minimum standards in schooling provisions;
- Promoting Vocationalisation of education
- Support States in implementation of RTE Act, 2009; and
- Strengthening and up-graduation of SCERTs/State Institutes of Education and DIET as nodal agencies for teacher training.
Features of the scheme

- Expansion of schooling facilities in the uncovered areas through up-gradation of schools up-to senior secondary level.
- Ensuring availability of adequate infrastructure to ensure that schools conform to the prescribed norms.
- **Library Grant** - Annual Grant of Rs. 5000 to Rs. 20,000/- per school.
Contd.

- **Composite School Grant** (CSG) Rs. 25,000 – Rs. 1 lakh to be allocated on the basis of school enrolment,
- 10% of CSG is to be spent on Swachhhta Action Plan.
- **Sports Grant** at the cost of Rs. 5000 for Primary Schools, Rs. 10,000 for upper primary schools and up to Rs. 25,000 for secondary and senior secondary schools.
CWSN grant of Rs. 3,500 per child per annum including a stipend of Rs. 200 per month for CWSN girls to be provided from Classes I to XII.

Allocation for uniforms at the rate of Rs. 600 per child per annum.

Allocation for textbooks at the rate of Rs. 250/400 per child per annum.

Upgradation of KGBVs from Classes - 8 to 12.
Key focus of the scheme

- Improving Two Ts — Teacher and Technology in Education
- Enhancing learning outcomes at all levels
- Improve the transition rates across stages
- Aid in promoting universal access to children to complete school education
- Effective convergence through interventions such as a unified training calendar, innovations in pedagogy, mentoring and monitoring, etc.
Components of the Scheme

- Pre-School Education
- Padhe Bharat Badhe Bharat – Library Grant
- Khele India Khile India – Sports Grant
- Composite School Grant
- Promoting Inclusive Education
- KGBV
- Self Defense Training and School Safety
- Ek Bharat Shresth Bharat - Rangotsav
- School Based Assessment
- Constitution of Youth and Eco Clubs
- Transport and Escort Facilities, free uniforms and textbooks
- Strengthening of BRC, CRCs and SMCs
□ UDISE+
□ Performance Grading Index
□ Shagun Portal – Digital Repository, Monitoring, Shagunotsav
□ National Awards to Teachers
□ Swachch Vidhyalay Awards
Best practices in states

- Nali Kali, Karnataka
- Ganitha Kalika Andolan
- Activity Based Learning, Tamilnadu
- Sapno ki udaan – Educating Out of School Children
- Multilingual Education, Odisha
- Pragna – ABL model, Gujarat
MDM - new approaches

- School Nutrition Garden
- Tithi bhojan
- Convergence with Ministry of Health and Family welfare
- Cooking competition
Enriching with our experiences
Reflection